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This paper provides an overview of evidential strategies in Nyamwezi. Nyamwezi, like many other
African languages, does not have specific grammatical categories which indicate evidentiality, but
evidentiality can be expressed (i) through tense and aspect constructions and (ii) through lexical verbs
(particularly verbs of saying and verbs of perception) and epistemic expressions. These evidential
strategies differ from each other based on the information source, that is, on the source of knowledge
expressed in a proposition, and on the speaker’s attitude and view concerning that knowledge.

1. INTRODUCTION
The main goal of this paper is to provide a general description of strategies employed to denote
evidentiality in Nyamwezi (F22, ISO 639-3: nym).1 These strategies are of two types. The first
type includes evidential strategies expressed by tense and aspect constructions and the second
type includes strategies expressed by lexical items. With regard to the former, the paper focuses
on three tense and aspect constructions: the Hodiernal Past (‑á‑…‑ag‑…‑a), the Imperfective
aspect (‑lɪɪ‑), and the stative construction (‑ø‑…‑íle),2 which mainly occurs with inchoative verbs
to denote evidential meanings. The evidential meanings come to light especially in contexts
where the interpretations/translations in English are the same. In (1) below, to say that ‘They
(for example, the mangoes) are rotten’, one may either use the Hodiernal Past (1a) or the stative
construction (1b).

1 The first version of this paper was presented at the conference “The semantics of verbal morphology in underdescribed languages”, held in June 2017 at the University of Gothenburg; see the Introduction to this volume. I
thank all those who gave feedback during the presentation. I also thank Laura Downing, Malin Petzell, Thera Crane,
Lotta Aunio, and two anonymous reviewers for their insightful comments and suggestions on an earlier version of
this paper. I remain solely responsible for the views expressed.
2 In other studies on tense and aspect in Bantu languages (see, eg. Nurse 2008) and in the grammatical sketch of
Nyamwezi by Maganga and Schadeberg (1992), the ‑ø‑…‑íle construction is analysed as Perfect(ive)/Retrospective
aspect. However, in this study, ‑ø‑…‑íle, as I have argued in my previous works (Kanijo 2019a; 2019b), can best be
analysed as a stative construction. This is because it commonly occurs with inchoative (or change-of-state) verbs
to express a present state resulting from a past/prior event. The construction is generally unacceptable with noninchoative verbs, except with motion verbs with a directional interpretation and a goal such as -ja ‘go (somewhere)’.
Analyses of ‑ø‑…‑íle as stative constructions in other Bantu languages can be found in Totela (K41, ISO 639-3: ttl)
(see Crane 2011; 2012; 2013) and Fwe (K402, ISO 639-3: fwe) (see Gunnink 2018).
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(1a)		 gaaβólaga
			gá-á-βol-ag-a
			6sm-pst-be(come)_rotten-hod_pst-fv
			 ‘They (for example, the mangoes) are rotten.’
(1b)		 gaβólilé
			gá-ø-βol-íle
			6sm-pst-be(come)_rotten-stat
			 ‘They (for example, the mangoes) are rotten.’

Similarly, one may use either the Imperfective aspect or the stative construction to refer to
an event which is generally conceived of as being in progress at the time of speaking. This is
exemplified in (2a) and (2b), respectively.
(2a)		 alɪɪja
kwiigʊlílʊ
			a-lɪɪ-j-a
kʊ-igʊ́lílʊ
			sm1-ipfv-go-fv loc.17-market
			 ‘S/he is going to the market.’
(2b)		 aziilé
kwíígʊlílʊ
			a-ø-j-íle
kʊ-igʊ́lílʊ
			sm1-pst-go-stat loc.17-market
			 ‘S/he is going to the market.’

In this paper, I argue that in contexts such as those in (1) and (2) above, where the interpretations/
translations of two different constructions into English are the same, the difference in meaning
can be determined using insights from evidentiality. That is, the choice of one form over the
other depends on (i) the source of evidence the speaker uses to justify the truth of the expressed
proposition, and (ii) the speaker’s attitude towards the validity of the evidence. In addition to
these three tense and aspect constructions, the paper also describes some of the lexical items
that may serve the purpose of indicating evidentiality.
Before proceeding to the analysis, in Section 2 I give a brief typological introduction to
the definitions and types of evidentiality. In Section 3, I present different ways of encoding
evidentiality. In Section 4, I give some linguistic information about Nyamwezi and describe
the verbs for which the tense and aspect constructions discussed in this paper have identical
translations in English. In Section 5, I will discuss the strategies for denoting evidential meanings in Nyamwezi, starting first with those denoted by the three tense and aspect constructions
described above, then moving to those evidential meanings which are lexically represented.
The paper concludes in Section 6 with a summary of the major points.
2. DEFINITIONS AND TYPES OF EVIDENTIALITY
The term “evidentiality” is broadly defined as the linguistic means of encoding the speaker’s
source of information for a given statement (Chafe & Nichols 1986). The source of information
can be that the speaker saw the event happen, or heard it, or was told about it by someone else.
Sometimes the speaker’s source of information can be his/her own experience of a particular
phenomenon. Based on the source of information, there are different types of evidentiality
systems which vary in terms of the number of information sources encoded. The simplest
Studia Orientalia Electronica 8(3) (2020): 81–98
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and most straightforward evidentiality system has just two choices; more complicated ones
involve up to six (or possibly even more) choices. Two-term systems cover firsthand (direct/
eyewitness) and non-firsthand (indirect/non-eyewitness) evidence. Languages with two-term
systems contrast information acquired through vision, hearing, or other senses, and information
acquired through inference and verbal reports.
Evidential systems providing three choices distinguish firsthand, inferred, and reported
evidence, inferred and reported being sub-categories of non-firsthand. By definition, firsthand evidence, as stated above, refers to information acquired by seeing, or by any kind of
sensory perception. Inferred evidence refers to ‘inference’, drawn on the basis of visible/
tangible information, or direct physical evidence, or based on the speaker’s general knowledge
and experience. Lastly, reported evidence refers to information obtained from someone else
(second hand/folklore). These types of evidentiality are briefly summarized in (3) below.
(3) Types of evidence (Willett 1988)
Visual
Firsthand/direct

Attested

Auditory
Other sensory

Types of evidence

Secondhand
Reported

Thirdhand
Folklore

Non-firsthand/indirect
Results
Inferring
Reasoning

It is common cross-linguistically for evidential markers to serve other purposes, such as
indicating the speaker’s degree of confidence in the statement (Leiss 2012: 57).3 For example,
direct evidential markers (those in which the evidence is based on sensory input such as visual
or auditory information) usually serve to indicate that the speaker is certain about the event
stated because s/he witnessed it, while indirect evidential markers (those in which the evidence
is based on reported speech and inferences) indicate that the speaker is uncertain about the
statement (Willett 1988). Thus, Chafe (1986: 262) conceives evidentiality as a category which
is not only restricted to indicating the source of the information in the proposition, but also
“involve[s] attitudes towards the knowledge”. Following Chafe (1986), evidentiality in this
study is defined as a grammatical category which indicates both the source of information for
the proposition expressed, and the speaker’s attitude toward the factuality of that proposition.
3. THE ENCODING OF EVIDENTIALITY
All languages have some means of indicating evidentiality. Some languages (mostly indigenous
languages of the Americas) have a specific grammatical category (that is, affixes, clitics, or particles) which indicates evidentiality. For example, in Cherokee (an Iroquoian language), the suffix

3 This role is indicated by epistemic modality in many languages.
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-ʌʔi (exemplified in (4a)) is used if the speaker perceived the action or state described by the verb
with one of the senses, while -eʔi, in (4b), covers information acquired in some other way.
(4) Cherokee (ISO 639-3: chr; Aikhenvald 2004: 26–27)
a. wesa		 u-tlis-ʌʔi
			cat			it-run-firsth.pst
			 ‘A cat ran.’ (I saw it running)
b. u-wonis-eʔi
			he-speak.non.firsth.pst
			 ‘He spoke.’ (someone told me)

In languages which incorporate evidentiality as a grammatical category (like Cherokee above),
evidentiality is often differentiated from tense, aspect, and epistemic modality. Tense, aspect,
and mood (TAM) concern the relationships of events in time and reality, while evidentiality is
a category whose primary function is that of indicating the source of the information. However,
not every language has a dedicated affix or clitic which indicates the evidential source. In
some languages in the world, evidentiality marking is fused with other categories, mostly tense
and aspect constructions. As discussed in Aikhenvald (2003; 2004), grammatical categories
such as the perfect, resultative, and past tenses can each acquire a secondary evidential-like
meaning which is often similar to that of the non-firsthand evidential.4 Comrie (1976) provides
a plausible explanation for the semantic connection between perfect aspect and non-firsthand
(inferential) evidentials. Comrie (1976: 110) states that “the semantic similarity […] between
perfect and inferential lies in the fact that both categories present an event not itself, but via
results”. In other words, in both categories, an inference is made based on some traces or results
of a previous action or state. For example, in Georgian, the perfect aspect can be employed to
talk about a past event which the speaker did not himself witness but which he assumes took
place on the basis of some present result, as shown in (5).
(5)		 Georgian (ISO 639-3: kat; Hewitt 1995, as cited in Aikhenvald 2004: 113)
varken-s
ianvr-is
rva-s pˈirvel-ad (ø-)u-cˈam-eb-i-a							s̆ us̆ anikˈ-i
			Varsken-dat January-gen 8-dat first-adv (he-)ov-torture-ts-perf-her Shushanikˈ-nom
			 ‘Varsken apparently first tortured Shushanik on 1st January.’

Most African languages are similar to Georgian (exemplified above), in which evidentiality is
expressed through tense and aspect constructions. For example, Luwo (ISO 639-3: lwo; see
Storch 2006; 2018) and Shilluk (ISO 639-3: shk; see Miller & Gilley 2007) have a non-firsthand
evidential expressed through perfect aspect marking. Sukuma (F21, ISO 639-3: suk), a language
closely related to Nyamwezi, distinguishes between eyewitness and non-eyewitness evidentials
(see Nurse 2008: 166). The contrast, as in Luwo and Shilluk, is expressed with the tense and
aspect constructions, especially the perfect(ive) aspect.
Ikoma/Nata/Isenye (JE45, ISO 639-3: ntk; Roth 2018) and Nzadi (B865, ISO 639-3: nzd;
Crane, Hyman & Tukumu 2011) have a kind of evidentiality system which is similar to that of
Nyamwezi (discussed in the present study). In these languages, the evidential meanings come to
4 The tendency for the perfect aspect, past tense, and other categories such as passive and conditional mood to
encode evidentiality is referred to as an “evidentiality strategy” in Aikhenvald (2003; 2004).
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light when two tense or aspect constructions have the same temporal interpretations in English.
For example, Ikoma/Nata/Isenye, distinguishes between eyewitness evidentials, marked by the
Perfect aspect (‑ká‑), and non-eyewitness evidentials, marked by the Perfective aspect (‑iri).
This is exemplified in (6a) and (6b), respectively (glosses adapted).
(6) Ikoma/Nata/Isenye (JE45, ISO 639-3: ntk; Roth 2018: 89)
		 Context: A child is taking a nap in the bedroom of a house.
a. a-ká-βook-a
			1sm-perf-wake_up-fv
			 ‘S/he is waking up/has just woken up.’
			 Further context: Speaker is in the same room and can see the child. 			
b. n-a-βook-iri
foc-1sm-wake_up-pfv
			 ‘S/he is waking up/has just woken up.’
			 Further context: Speaker is outside the house and cannot see or hear the child.

Nzadi, like Ikoma/Nata/Isenye, distinguishes between eyewitness and non-eyewitness
evidentials (see Crane, Hyman & Tukumu 2011).5 The eyewitness evidential is marked by
the first type of present tense (e-present), as shown in (7a) below, and the non-eyewitness
evidential by the second type (a-present), as in (7b). Eyewitness evidentiality is used when
the speaker is certain that the situation is occurring, while non-eyewitness evidentiality is used
when the speaker considers the event to be uncertain.
(7) Nzadi (B865, ISO 639-3: nzd; Crane, Hyman & Tukumu 2011: 127)
a. bɔ é pɔ̌ tɔ̀ɔ́
			 ‘They are sleeping.’
			 Context: The speaker sees them.
b. bɔ a pɔ́ tɔ̀ɔ́
			 ‘They are sleeping.’
			 Context: The speaker doesn’t see them.

In those languages in which evidentiality occurs neither as a grammatical category nor in the
form of various kinds of bounded affixes or clitics, evidentiality is periphrastically expressed
through lexical items. For example, in Beya Lega (D25, ISO 639-3: lgm; see Botne 1997;
2003a: 448–449), there are two sentence level adverbial/epistemic elements which indicate
evidentiality: ampú, which indicates the factuality of the assertion, as shown in (8a), and
ámbu, which indicates doubt in the assertion, as in (8b). The evidential ampú indicates that the
proposition expressed is based on robust or cogent evidence (direct sensory evidence), whereas
ámbu indicates that the proposition expressed is based on secondhand knowledge.

5 Note that these types of evidentiality are described as epistemic rather than evidential in this study.
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(8) Beya Lega (D25, ISO 639-3: lgm; Botne 2003a: 448–449)
a. ampú Zuúla nú Muké ú beki̹ lé i̹ saga lyá Pi̹ la
			 ‘(I know that) it was Zuula and Muke who took Pila’s axe.’
b. ámbu Zuúla nú Muké ú beki̹ lé i̹ saga lyá Pi̹ la
			 ‘(it appears that) it was Zuula and Muke who took Pila’s axe.’

Evidentiality in African languages in general, and in Bantu languages in particular, remains
understudied. Much more work needs to be done in this area, especially on semantics and
pragmatics, given that this phenomenon in these languages is mostly expressed through
non-evidential markers (such as tense, aspect and mood) and through various lexical items. In
the next section, after presenting some linguistic information about Nyamwezi, I discuss the
evidential meanings expressed by both tense and aspect constructions and by lexical items in
this language.
4. NYAMWEZI
Nyamwezi is a Bantu language spoken by 796,339 speakers in rural and urban areas of Tabora,
Tanzania (Rugemalira et al. 2009: 114). Nyamwezi is classified as F22. Other F languages which
share linguistic features with Nyamwezi are Sukuma (F21, ISO 639-3: suk), Sumbwa (F23, ISO
639-3: suw), Kimbu (F24, ISO 639-3: kiv), and Bungu (F25, ISO 639-3: wun) (see Guthrie 1967–
1971). Apart from Maganga and Schadeberg’s (1992) sketch of Nyamwezi grammar, not very
much has been documented about other grammatical features of this language (Kanijo 2019a). The
morphological structure of the verb in Nyamwezi, shown in (9) below (recreated from Maganga &
Schadeberg 1992), is similar to that of other Bantu languages. A verb contains many grammatical
markers, including subject and object markers (abbreviated as sm and om, respectively), infinitive
(inf), negative (neg), tense, aspect, and mood (TAM), itive (it), and many derivational markers,
commonly known as verbal extensions (Ext.). Verbal extensions typically denote applicative,
causative, reciprocal, passive, and so forth.
(9)		 The structure of verb forms
sm + neg + TAM + it + om/inf + Root + Ext. + TAM + TAM/fv + Post-final

The tense, aspect, and mood marking morphemes, as shown in the verbal structure above,
occupy three different positions, that is, the pre-root, the post-root, and the final vowel slot.
Evidentiality in this language (as in other Bantu languages and many other African languages;
see de Haan 2013) does not constitute a part of the verbal paradigm, but, as already stated,
can be expressed through tense and aspect constructions. Before embarking on the issue of
evidentiality, it is necessary to provide a description of verb classes, as the meanings of the
tense and aspect constructions tend to vary depending on the semantics of the verbs.
For the purposes of this study, I assume two main classes of Nyamwezi verbs, inchoatives
and non-inchoatives, following Botne and Kershner (2000).6 Inchoative verbs encode a
change-of-state or condition, as well as a result state (a state that results from a past changeof-state). Examples include ‑βola ‘be(come) rotten’, ‑faá ‘die’, ‑ikala ‘sit/be seated’, ‑gwa ‘fall
down’, ‑saata ‘be sick’, and ‑moonda ‘be soft’, which in Vendler’s (1967) analysis are referred
6 See also Crane & Fleisch (2019).
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to as achievements (they describe the moment at which there is a transition to a result state),
while in Botne (2003b), they are referred to as resultative achievements (they lack an accompanying process (a coming-to-be phase) before the punctual change-of-state). In Nyamwezi,
inchoatives also include verbs such as ‑zwaala ‘wear, dress (oneself)’, ‑chiβá ‘block way/hole’,
‑seβa ‘be(come) hot’, and ‑gɪna ‘be(come) fat’, which lexicalize the process leading up to the
result state. Some of these verbs, such as ‑zwaala ‘wear, dress (oneself)’ and ‑chiβá ‘block
way/hole’, are interpreted as accomplishments in Vendler’s (1967) analysis, while others, such
as ‑seβa ‘be(come) hot’ and ‑gɪna ‘be(come) fat’, are degree achievements in neo-Vendlerian
studies such as that of Dowty (1979), or transitional achievements in Botne’s (2003b) analysis
(as they encode both a coming-to-be phase and a result state phase).
In contrast to inchoatives, non-inchoatives include verbs that do not encode a change-ofstate and lack a result state, such as ‑lumá ‘bite’, ‑zugá ‘cook’, ‑lila ‘cry’, ‑luusa ‘kick’, ‑ɪmbá
‘sing’, ‑ishiɲá ‘play, dance’, ‑βoná ‘see’, and ‑igwá ‘hear’. In Vendler’s (1967) terms, some of
these verbs, such as ‑ɪmbá ‘sing’, can be described as activities and some, such as ‑βoná ‘see’,
as states.7 Non-inchoative verbs that include motion verbs with a directional interpretation and
a goal, such as ‑ja ‘go (somewhere)’, ‑peela ‘run (to something)’, ‑shooka ‘return (reverse,
move backwards)’, and ‑iza ‘come (back towards a particular point)’, behave somewhat differently from other non-inchoatives. These are the only verbs among non-inchoatives which can
occur with the stative construction (see more in Section 5.1.2). For this reason, I treat them
separately in this study. These verbs will be referred to as directionals.
Inchoative verbs and directionals play a central role in this study. These verbs, when occurring with the Hodiernal Past or Imperfective aspect, have the same kind of interpretation as that
denoted by the stative construction. This is exemplified in (10) and (11) below, repeated from
(1) and (2), respectively.
(10a)		 gaaβólaga
				gá-á-βol-ag-a
				6sm-pst-be(come)_rotten-hod_pst-fv
				 ‘They (for example, the mangoes) are rotten.’
(10b)		 gaβólilé
				gá-ø-βol-íle
				6sm-pst-be(come)_rotten-stat
				 ‘They (for example, the mangoes) are rotten.’
(11a)		 alɪɪja						 kwiigʊlílʊ
				a-lɪɪ-j-a
kʊ-igʊ́lílʊ
				1sm-ipfv-go-fv loc.17np-market
				 ‘S/he is going to the market.’
(11b)		 aziilé
kwíígʊlílʊ
				a-ø-j-íle
kʊ-igʊ́lílʊ
				1sm-pst-go-stat loc.17np-market
				 ‘S/he is going to the market.’

7 In Vendler’s analysis, both activities and states represent atelicity, that is, they both refer to an event which is
not presented as having an endpoint.
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Although the Hodiernal Past and the stative construction (10), or the Imperfective aspect and
the stative construction (11), have similar temporal interpretations in English, their difference
has to do with both the source of evidence the speaker uses to justify the truth of the proposition
expressed, and the speaker’s attitude towards the validity of the evidence. This is discussed
further in the following section.
5. EVIDENTIAL STRATEGIES IN NYAMWEZI
This section is divided into two subsections. Section 5.1 discusses the evidential readings that
occur when tense and aspect constructions appear to have the same temporal interpretation in
English. Since this study seeks to provide a general description of evidentiality in Nyamwezi,
Section 5.2 discusses other strategies of encoding evidentiality.
5.1 Tense and aspect constructions as evidential strategies
Nyamwezi, like many other Bantu languages, has many tense and aspect constructions. This
language distinguishes four types of past tenses, namely Immediate Past, Hodiernal Past,
Pre-hodiernal Past, and Remote Past, and two types of future tenses, namely Hodiernal Future
and Post-Hodiernal Future (Kanijo 2012; Maganga & Schadeberg 1992). As exemplified in
(12) below, the dividing point for these tenses is generally between today and before/after
today. All examples are given using the tones of the underlying formatives.
(12) Tense constructions
sm

TAM

Root

Immediate Past

ʊ

á

mal

Hodiernal Past

ʊ

á

mal

Pre-Hodiernal Past

ʊ

á

Remote Past

ʊ

Hodiernal Future
Post-Hodiernal
Future

TAM

TAM/
fv

Example

a

w-áá-mal-a
‘S/he finished (just now).’

a

w-áá-mal-ag-a
‘S/he finished (earlier today).’

mal

íle

w-áá-mal-íle
‘S/he finished (yesterday or before).’

a

mal

á

w-aa-mal-á
‘S/he finished (long ago).’

a

kʊ

mal

a

a-kʊ-ma-la
‘S/he will finish (today or later).’

a

laa

mal

é

a-laa-mal-eé
‘S/he will finish (tomorrow or later).’

ag

With regard to aspect marking, Nyamwezi expresses five types of grammatical aspect expressed
by affixes inflected on the main verb.8 As exemplified in (13) below, these aspects express
different ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a situation. All examples are
given using the tones of the underlying constructions.

8 Nyamwezi also has a Persistive aspect, which differs from other grammatical aspects in that it is inflected on
the auxiliary verb (see Kanijo 2019a).
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(13) Aspect constructions
sm

TAM

Root

TAM

TAM/
fv

Inceptive

ʊ

yʊ́ʊ

mal

a

w-aa-yʊ́ʊ-mal-a
‘S/he is about to finish.’

Imperfective

a

lɪɪ

mal

a

a-lɪɪ-mal-a
‘S/he is finishing.’

Habitual

a

kʊ

mal

ag

a

a-kʊ-mal-ag-a
‘S/he usually finishes.’

Past
Habitual

ʊ

a

mal

ag

é

w-aa-mal-ag-é
‘S/he used to finish.’

Stative

a

íle

a-mal-íle
‘S/he is finished (with this task).’

mal

Example

As shown in (10) and (11), with verbs referred to as inchoatives and directionals in this study,
the Hodiernal Past, Imperfective aspect, and stative construction (unlike other tense and aspect
constructions) tend to have similar temporal interpretations in Nyamwezi. In this section, I will
argue that even though there appears to be some overlap in meaning between these three tense
and aspect constructions, the contexts in which these constructions are used can be explained if
we incorporate principles of evidentiality.
5.1.1 The Hodiernal Past and the stative construction
In non-inchoative verbs, the Hodiernal Past construction (‑á‑…‑ag‑…‑a) is typically used to
denote events or situations that occurred earlier on the same day or night, as shown in (14a). In
contrast, the stative construction (‑ø‑…‑íle) is generally infelicitous with non-inchoative verbs,
as shown in (14b).
(14a)		 leeloó diiyʊ́,			kaaná				káálumágwa
mayʊkɪ́
leelóo diíyʊ
ka-ána
ká-á-lúm-ag-w-a
ma-yʊ́kɪ
				today morning		12np-child 12sm-pst-bite-hod_pst-pass-fv		 6np-bee
				 ‘This morning, a small child was stung by the bees.’
(14b)		 #kaaná
kálumilwé
				ka-ána			ká-ø-lúm-íl-w-e
				12np-child 12sm-pst-bite-stat-pass-stat
				 Intended: ‘The small child is stung by bees.’

The stative construction is generally restricted to inchoative verbs. In these verbs, the
construction indicates a present state reading, as exemplified in (15) below.
(15a)

manyéémbe gaβólilé
ma-nyéembe gá-ø-βol-íle
				6np-mango		 6sm-pst-be(come)_rotten-stat
				 ‘The mangoes are rotten.’
(15b)		 miinzɪ́
gáseβílé
miinzɪ́ 				gá-ø-seβ-íle
				6np.water		 6sm-pst-be(come)_hot-stat
				 ‘The water is hot.’
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In inchoative verbs (unlike non-inchoatives), the Hodiernal Past (‑á‑…‑ag‑…‑a) carries an
implicature of a continued state, that is, it describes an event which is completed but its results
can still be seen in the present time (16). In this regard, the Hodiernal Past is similar to the
stative construction (‑f‑…‑íle): both indicate a present state reading. In the Hodiernal Past, the
present state is a result of a past/prior event.
(16a)		 manyéémbe gaaβólaga
ma-nyéembe gá-á-βol-ag-a
				6np-mango		 6sm-pst-be(come)_rotten-hod_pst-fv
				 ‘The mangoes are rotten (lit. have become rotten).’
(16b)		 miinzɪ́
gaaséβaga
miinzɪ́ 			gá-á-seβ-ag-a
				6np.water 6sm-pst-be(come)_hot-hod_pst-fv
				 ‘The water is hot (lit. has become hot).’

Although both the Hodiernal Past and the stative construction in (15) and (16) above have
the same temporal interpretation (in English), this does not mean that they can be used
interchangeably in every context. The stative construction is acceptable in a context where the
speaker is less certain and has no direct evidence for his/her statement. This is exemplified in
(17) below, where the use of the stative construction suggests that the speaker is just speculating
that the mangoes are rotten.9 In contrast, the Hodiernal Past is used when the speaker is certain
about the truth of the statement expressed. This is exemplified in (18) below.
Context: The speaker looks at the mangoes in a basket in front of her/him.
(17) manyéémbe gaβólilé
ma-nyéembe gá-ø-βol-íle
np6-mango		 sm6-pst-be(come)_rotten-stat
			 ‘The mangoes are rotten (I suspect).’
			 Context: The speaker suspects that the mangoes are rotten from touching them, because 			
			 they are softer than usual (inference evidence), or because s/he was told so by someone 				
			 else (reported evidence).
(18) manyéémbe gaaβólaga
ma-nyéembe gá-á-βol-ag-a
np6-mango		 sm6-pst-be(come)_rotten-hod_pst-fv
			 ‘The mangoes are rotten (that is, have become rotten) (I’m sure).’

In (17) above, the speaker’s evidence on the use of the stative construction is based on
non-firsthand sources, that is, the evidence is obtained through reasoning (inferred evidence) or
someone else’s narration (reported evidence). In contrast, the speaker’s evidence in the example
using the Hodiernal Past can be based on either firsthand or non-firsthand sources, as long as
s/he is sure of what s/he is saying.

9 Gunnink (2018: 371) reports a similar phenomenon in Fwe, where a stative form is used for situations in which
the speaker is uncertain about the results of the past event, and the Near Past Perfective for situations in which
the speaker is certain about the result state.
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Evidential readings can also be seen in inchoative verbs that indicate a change of position, such
as -ikala ‘sit/be seated’ and -itʊ́ʊ́ndá ‘squat’. In these verbs, as shown in (19) and (20) below, both
the Hodiernal Past and the stative construction denote present state readings. However, the difference between them depends on whether or not the speaker has a clear view of the person (or thing)
referred to in the proposition. If the speaker cannot clearly see the person referred to in the proposition, she would use the stative construction, as in (19) below. The use of the stative construction
in this case indicates doubt or disbelief on the speaker’s part towards the truth of the proposition
expressed. The speaker has some doubt because s/he does not have a clear view of what s/he is
looking at. This evidence is based on a non-firsthand source.
Context: The speaker sees someone from a distance, and s/he has some doubt about whether the
person is seated or not (non-firsthand evidence).
(19)		 wííkalílé
ʊ-ø-ikal-íle
sm1-pst-sit/be_seated-stat
			 ‘S/he is seated (I suspect).’

In contrast, if the speaker has a clear view of the person referred to in the proposition, or has
been told about it by someone who was very close to the person referred to, s/he would use
the Hodiernal Past in the construction (see (20) below). This means that the speaker is sure of
what s/he is talking about; s/he has strong evidence about the truth of the proposition expressed.
Unlike the stative construction, the evidence for the Hodiernal Past can be based on either
firsthand or non-firsthand sources.
Context: The speaker clearly sees that the person is seated (firsthand evidence), or s/he was told
about it by someone else (non-firsthand evidence).
(20)		 wiíkálaga
ʊ-á-ikal-ag-a
			1sm-pst-sit/be_seated-hod_pst-fv
			 ‘S/he is seated (lit. has sat and is still seated) (I’m sure).’

From the above examples, we have seen that in contexts where the meanings of the Hodiernal
Past and the stative construction overlap, the difference has to do with the speaker’s confidence
in the proposition expressed and in his/her source of evidence. That is, the use of the Hodiernal
Past indicates that the speaker is certain, while the use of the stative construction indicates
uncertainty on the speaker’s part. The justification for this comes from the way these tenses or
aspects interact with gɪ́tɪ ‘as (if), like’. This word is used in the construction if the speaker is
uncertain about the truth of the assertion (or when making a statement about probability). This
word generally sounds odd with the Hodiernal Past, as shown in (21), but is fine with the stative
construction, as in (22).
(21a)		 #gɪ́tɪ gááβólaga
gɪ́tɪ gá-á-βol-ag-a
				as_if		6sm-pst-be(come)_rotten-hod_pst-fv
				 Intended: ‘I doubt that they are rotten.’
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(21b)		 #gɪ́tɪ wiíkálaga
gɪ́tɪ ʊ-á-ikal-ag-a
				as_if		1sm-pst-sit/be_seated-hod_pst-fv
				 Intended: ‘I doubt that s/he is seated.’
(22a)		 gɪ́tɪ gaβólilé
gɪ́tɪ gá-ø-βol-íle
				as_if		6sm-pst-be(come)_rotten-stat
				 ‘I doubt that they are rotten.’
(22b)		 gɪ́tɪ wííkalílé
gɪ́tɪ ʊ-ø-ikal-íle
				as_if		1sm-pst-sit/be_seated-stat
				 ‘I doubt that s/he is seated.’

There is a close connection between the meaning of gɪ́tɪ ‘as (if), like’ and the stative construction,
as they both indicate that the speaker’s attitude toward the proposition expressed is uncertain.
Thus, their co-occurrence is possible. Since the Hodiernal Past is employed when the speaker
is certain about the factuality (truth) of assertion, it sounds odd with gɪ́tɪ and they therefore do
not co-occur in the language.
5.1.2 The Imperfective aspect and the stative construction
In non-inchoative verbs, the Imperfective aspect in Nyamwezi is typically used to denote an
event which is in progress at or around the reference time, as shown in (23) below.
(23a)		 alɪɪzugá
mátoßoólwa
				a-lɪɪ-zúg-a
ma-toßólwa
				1sm-ipfv-cook-fv 6np-dried_boiled_sweet_potatoes
				 ‘S/he is (right now) cooking dried boiled sweet potatoes.’
(23b)		 alɪɪgʊla
ßooßa
kwiigʊlílʊ
				a-lɪɪ-gʊl-a
ßooßa
kʊ-igʊ́lilʊ
				1sm-ipfv-buy-fv 10np.mushroom loc.17np-market
				 ‘S/he is buying mushrooms at the market.’

In contrast, the stative construction, as we have seen in Section 5.1.1, is infelicitous with
non-inchoative verbs. This grammatical aspect occurs with inchoative verbs to indicate a present
state reading (see example (15) above). Although the stative construction does not usually
occur with non-inchoative verbs, there is a handful of these verbs which can occur with this
construction. These verbs are referred to as directionals in this study, and they include ‑ja ‘go
(somewhere)’, ‑peela ‘run (to something)’, ‑shooka ‘return (reverse, move backwards)’, and
‑iza ‘come (back towards a particular point)’. In these verbs, the stative construction denotes a
progressive-like reading,10 as exemplified in (24) below. This reading is similar to that denoted
by the Imperfective aspect, illustrated in (25).
10 Crane (2013: 175) and Gunnink (2018: 373) also noted that in Totela and Fwe, respectively, the stative construction (in some contexts) may occur with non-inchoative verbs to denote a progressive reading.
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(24a)		 azííle
kwíígʊlílʊ
				a-ø-j-íle
kʊ-igʊ́lilʊ
				1sm-pst-go-stat loc.17np-market
				 ‘S/he is going to the market.’
(24b)		 apeelilé
kʊ́jaa
kʊmadʊʊ́ka
				a-ø-j-íle
kʊ́-j-a
kʊ-ma-dʊʊ́ka
				1sm-pst-go-stat inf.15np-go-fv loc.17np-6np-shop
				 ‘S/he is running (going) towards the shops.’
(25a)		 alɪɪja
kwiigʊlílʊ
				a-lɪɪ-j-a
kʊ-igʊ́lilʊ
				1sm-ipfv-go-fv loc.17np-market
				 ‘S/he is going to the market.’
(25b)		 alɪɪpeela
kʊ́jaa
kʊmadʊʊ́ka
				a-lɪɪ-j-a
kʊ́-j-a
kʊ-ma-dʊʊ́ka
				1sm-ipfv-go-fv inf.15np-go		 loc.17np-6np-shop
				 ‘S/he is running (going) towards the shops.’

Even though the stative construction and the Imperfective aspect seem to have similar translations
in English, they cannot be used interchangeably in every context. The stative construction is
appropriate if the speaker is referring to an event which is ongoing, but which s/he does not
directly see or hear, as illustrated contextually in (26a) below. Lolagáa! ‘Look!’ and naliígwá ‘I
hear (that)’ indicate that the source of the information is firsthand; thus, as illustrated in (26b–c)
below, the stative construction is infelicitous with these constructions.
(26a)		 aziilé
kʊ́kázimá
tála
				a-ø-j-íle
kʊ-ka-zím-á
tála
				1sm-pst-go-stat		 inf.15np-it-extinguish-fv		 9np.lamp
				 ‘S/he is going to switch off the light.’
				 Context: The speaker is outside the house and cannot see (or hear the footsteps of) 					
				 the person who went inside to switch off the light.
(26b)		 #lolagáa!			aziilé
kʊ́kázimá
tála
				lol-ag-a				a-ø-j-íle
kʊ-ka-zím-á
tála
				look-imp-fv		 1sm-pst-go-stat		 inf.15np-it-extinguish-fv		 9np.lamp
				 Intended: ‘Look! S/he is going to switch off the light.’
(26c)		 #naliígw’
ʊ́ʊ́-jon’		iihah’		aapeelilé
ná-lɪɪ-ígw-a
ʊ-joni
ihaaha a-ø-peel-íle
				1sm-ipfv-hear-fv aup-John now			1sm-pst-run-stat
				 Intended: ‘I hear John running.’

In contrast, the Imperfective is used in contexts where the speaker has some evidence that the
event is actually taking place. As in the Hodiernal Past, the evidence for the use of the Imperfective
aspect can be based either on firsthand sources, such as visual and auditory evidence, exemplified
in (27a) and (27b), respectively, or on non-firsthand sources, exemplified in (27c).
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(27a)		 lolagáa!				alɪɪja
kʊkazimá
tála
				lol-ag-a				a-lɪɪ-j-a
kʊ-ka-zím-a
tála
				look-imp-fv		 1sm-ipfv-go-fv nf.15np-it-extinguish-fv 9np.lamp
				 ‘Look! S/he is going to switch off the light.’
(27b)		 naliígw’
ʊ́ʊ́-jon’		iihah’		aalɪɪpeela
ná-lɪɪ-ígw-a
ʊ-joni
ihaaha a-lɪɪ-peel-a
				1sm-ipfv-hear-fv aup-John now			1sm-ipfv-run-fv
				 Intended: ‘I hear John running.’
(27c)		 alɪɪja
kʊkazimá
tála
				a-lɪɪ-j-a
kʊ-ka-zím-á
tála
				1sm-ipfv-go-fv inf.15np-it-extinguish-fv		 9np.lamp
				 ‘S/he is going to switch off the light.’ (The speaker didn’t see her/him; s/he was told 				
				by someone else.)

Generally, in the above examples, the stative construction refers to what is happening based
on indirect sources of information (see example (26)), while Imperfective aspect is based on
both direct and indirect sources (see example (27)) (cf. Roth 2018). Furthermore, the use of the
stative construction in (26), as we saw in (19), indicates that the speaker is less certain about
the occurrence of the event. In contrast, the use of the Imperfective aspect in (27), like that of
the Hodiernal Past (see example (20)), indicates the opposite pattern. In this case, the speaker
is certain, usually because s/he has robust evidence for the occurrence of the event.
The word gɪ́tɪ ‘as (if), like’, which is used as evidence for the distinction between the
Hodiernal Past and the stative construction (see examples (21) and (22)), can also be used here
as a piece of evidence for the distinction between the Imperfective and the stative construction.
As shown in (28a) below, the Imperfective sounds odd with gɪ́tɪ because the Imperfective indicates the factuality of the assertion. On the other hand, gɪ́tɪ in (28b) sounds fine with the stative
construction because both indicate probability.
(28a)		 #gɪ́tɪ alɪɪja
kʊkazimá
tála
gɪ́tɪ a-lɪɪ-j-a
kʊ-ka-zím-a
tála
				as_if		1sm-ipfv-go-fv inf.15np-it-extinguish-fv 9np.lamp
				 Intended: ‘I doubt that s/he is going to switch off the light.’
(28b)		 gɪ́tɪ aziilé
kʊ́kázimá
tála
gɪ́tɪ a-ø-j-íle
kʊ-ka-zím-á
tála
				as_if		1sm-pst-go-stat inf.15np-it-extinguish-fv 9np.lamp
				 ‘I doubt that s/he is going to switch off the light.’

5.2 Lexical means of indicating evidentiality
Lexical means of indicating evidentiality are a common strategy, especially in languages which
lack grammatical evidentials, such as many African languages (see Botne 1997; Dimmendaal
2001; Storch 2018 for more discussion). These languages differ from one another based on
which types of lexical items or particles play this role. Many languages use verbs such as ‘say’,
‘know’, and ‘hear’, while others use demonstratives, prepositions, and conjunctions. There
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are a few languages in which evidentiality is expressed by special sentential particles (such
as ámbu and ampú in Lega; see Botne 1997; 2003a). In Nyamwezi, evidentiality can also be
expressed periphrastically through verbs of saying, such as -wɪɪ́la ‘tell (someone)’ and verbs of
perception such as -igwá ‘hear’. These verbs denote both the source of information (or knowledge) expressed in a proposition and the speaker’s attitude about the degree of confidence s/he
has in the reliability of that information. Both verbs, ‑wɪɪ́la ‘tell (someone)’ and -igwá ‘hear’,
indicate that the information expressed is based on the authority of another person, that is, on a
verbal report (as shown in (29a)) or a hearsay report (rumour) (as in (29b)). Both verbs can thus
be said to exemplify the reported evidential.
(29a)		 naáwɪ́ɪ́lágw’
aalɪɪkooβa
ŋwaaníkɪ wáá kʊtoolá
ná-á-wɪ́ɪl-ag-w-a
a-lɪɪ-kooβ-a
mu-aánikɪ́ waa kʊ-toól-a
				1sm-pst-tell-hod_pst-pass-fv 1sm-ipfv-want-fv 1np-girl			 con inf.15np-marry-fv
				 ‘I am told he is looking for a girl to marry (but I am not sure).’
(29b)		 mookóóno níígágwa
ŋoombe jaákó
mookóonó ná-á-ig-ag-w-a
ŋoombe zi-kó
				this year			1sg-pst-hear-hod_pst-fv 10np-cow 10np-poss2pl
nyíngɪ
jaafáága
naa sootóka
ny-ingɪ
zí-á-f-ag-a
naa soótoka
				10np-many 10sm-pst-die-hod_pst-fv con		 rinderpest
				 ‘This year I heard that many of your cows were killed by rinderpest (but I’m not sure).’

Apart from the two verbs above, epistemic expressions11 such as hámó (interpreted as ‘maybe,
possibly, perhaps’ in English) and shɪɪ́nɪɪ́shɪ́12 (interpreted as ‘(I) guess’) can also be used to indicate
doubt as to the truth or reliability of what is reported by the speaker (see example (30) below).
(30a)		 hámó

wáajága

kʊkadubʊla

ŋhalaanga.

hámó ʊ-á-j-ag-a
kʊ-ka-dubʊl-a
ŋhalaanga
				maybe		1sm-pst-go-hod_pst-fv inf.15np-it-uproot-fv 9np.peanuts
				 ‘S/he probably went to uproot the peanuts.’
				 Context: The speaker sees footprints coming to her/his farm.
(30b)		 shɪɪ́nɪɪ́shɪ́ waalaálága

mkaayá

ákazííle

kʊshúule

shɪɪ́nɪɪ́shɪ́ ʊ-á-láal-ag-a
mu-kaáya
a-ká-z-íle
kʊ-shuule
				(I) guess		1sm-pst-sleep-hod_pst-fv loc.18np-homestead 1sm-neg-go-pfv loc.17np-school
				 ‘I guess s/he is sleeping in her/his room; s/he didn’t go to school (and I don’t like it).’
				 Context: the speaker saw her/his school uniform still hanging outside to dry since it 					
				was washed yesterday.

11 These expressions, as observed in Maganga and Schadeberg (1992: 139), do not belong to the major word
classes in Nyamwezi. They usually function as interjections or exclamations.
12 Shɪɪ́nɪɪ́shɪ́ is an invariable word in Nyamwezi, which can be translated into English as ‘(I) guess’. It is used
when the speaker guesses that an event has taken place or someone has done something which the speaker does
not like or did not expect. The speaker’s guess is based on things that are found in the context that necessitate
the occurrence of the event.
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At first glance, one may assume that the particles hámó and shɪɪ́nɪɪ́shɪ́ exemplified above have
only an epistemic interpretation. That is, they are only used to help the speaker to indicate
his/her degree of confidence towards the factuality of the assertion. However, while fulfilling
this role, they also saliently indicate that the source of the proposition expressed is based on
inferences (conjectures). The footprints in example (30a) are used as a means of knowing that
someone went to the farm, while in example (30b), seeing the school uniform hung up on a
school day is a means of knowing that someone did not go to school. Since the speaker (in these
two examples) based his/her evidence for understanding the situation on tangible evidence of
something else, or on experience about a particular phenomenon, then these examples indicate
inferred (non-firsthand) evidentials.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper has aimed to identify strategies for encoding evidentiality in Nyamwezi. The analysis has
shown that there are two ways of encoding evidentiality in this language: firstly, through tense and
aspect constructions, and secondly through lexical verbs and epistemic expressions. With regard
to the first strategy, the paper has discussed three tense and aspect constructions – the Hodiernal
Past, Imperfective aspect, and the stative construction – and has shown that in contexts where the
interpretations of these tenses or aspects overlap, the difference between them is based on the types
(sources) of evidence the speaker has at hand as evidence for the factuality of the assertions. That
is, the Hodiernal Past and Imperfective aspect are used if the speaker has evidence to support the
proposition asserted, and believes that her/his evidence is robust. The stative construction, on the
other hand, is used if the speaker’s evidence for the proposition asserted is based on inferences
(conjectures/speculations). These findings further confirm Aikhenvald’s (2003: 20) proposition
that, in languages without a grammatical evidential, “typically a perfect or perfect-like tense carries
an inferential or non-eyewitness specification”. In addition to tense and aspect constructions, the
second strategy for encoding evidentiality in Nyamwezi is through verbs of saying (-wɪɪ́la ‘tell
(someone)’), verbs of perception (-igwá ‘hear’), and epistemic expressions hámó and shɪɪ́nɪɪ́shɪ́. In
these strategies, the speaker bases her/his evidence about the assertion either on rumours (hearsay)
or on her/his experience about a particular phenomenon. It is my hope that the results indicated
in this paper will motivate other researchers of tense, aspect, and epistemic modality in African
languages to investigate how these categories can be used to express evidential meanings.
ABBREVIATIONS
Numbers refer to person (first 1, second 2, third 3) or to noun (class) prefixes.
ø
zero/null
hod_pst hodiernal past
’

liaison

inf

infinitive

#

infelicitous

imp

imperative

adv

adverb

ipfv

imperfective aspect

aup

augment

it

itive

con

connexive

loc

locative

dat

dative

neg

negative

firsth

firsthand

nom

nominative

foc

focus

np

noun (class) prefix

fv

final vowel

om

object marker

gen

genitive

ov

object version
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pass

passive

sm

subject marker

perf

perfect

sg

singular

pfv

perfective

stat

stative construction

pl

plural

TAM

tense, aspect, mood

poss

possessive

ts

tense

pst

past
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